Introduction:

Scopus is an abstract and citation database containing both peer-reviewed research literature and quality web sources. This database offers researchers a resource to support their research needs in the scientific, technical, medical and social sciences fields and, more recently, also in the arts and humanities.

Years of Coverage: 1823-present

Producer: Elsevier

Objectives:

- Use the refine results overview to quickly see the main journals, disciplines and authors that publish in your area of interest.
- Uncover important and relevant articles that you may otherwise miss.
- Check out the work and citations of other authors.
- Click on the cited by and reference links to track research trends and make connections. You can do this within or across disciplines you are interested in.

Truncation: star* wom?n

OPERATORS: AND OR
AND NOT
PRE
PRE/n "precedes by". Where the first term in the query must precede the second by a specified number of terms (n). "n" can be a number from 0 to 255.

For Example:
behavioural PRE/3 disturbances would find articles in which "behavioural" precedes "disturbances" by three or fewer words.

W/ within n Where the terms in the query must be within a specified number of terms (n). "n" can be a number from 0 to 255.
Either word may appear first.